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Most airport screening equipment is incapable of detecting objects the size or density of a
standard smart phone. If youre flying internationally and you check a smart phone, make

sure you check it in the x-ray unit. Your phone may be capable of vaporizing anything
within it that doesnt belong in the plane. The phone should be powered off and should not
be in a case or a purse or bag. But if you can't accept a lower-priced fare, or if you make a
purchase within a few days of checking in, your only option is to get the mobile version of

the message. To avoid any confusion for security, the passenger should remove all
baggage from the luggage container once it has been screened by the airline. The
passenger should then proceed directly to the security check-in counter. The Away

TravelCheck features a clever flip-top design that is convenient, makes the case easy to
access, and provides a handy option for storing the case with luggage on an aircraft. It is
a good idea to practice retrieving your luggage from a plane before you need it, because

youll need a significant amount of strength and coordination to flip this bag open. For
example, we found that it was awkward to flip the case open in our taxi with luggage on
the aircraft floor and in close proximity. A wiser strategy might be to flip the bag open
when your flight approaches its final destination, or if you have time before check-in.

Another smart feature is the specially designed handle. As soon as you open the suitcase,
the handle goes flat, which makes it easier to load it in the overhead bin with your bags.
One of the downsides of the TravelCheck is that, when closed, it isnt as convenient for
storing your luggage, since there is only one flat area where the bag can be stowed.

Similarly, the bag doesnt have a separate lock feature, which means that you could have
an unlocked suitcase if someone were to take the bag from the aircraft.
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